
HYDRAULIC PLATFORM LIFT INCORPORATING POSITIVE

DISPLACEMENT VALVE, AND POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT VALVE FOR

HYDRAULIC PLATFORM LIFT

Field of Invention

The present invention relates to a hydraulic platform lift for use with a truck or

truck trailer, and to a positive displacement valve for use in a hydraulic circuit for a

hydraulic platform lift.

Background of the Invention

Existing hydraulic platform lifts for trucks typically consist of a pair of

vertically-aligned hydraulic cylinders attached at their respective lower ends to a

platform. Each hydraulic cylinder comprises a piston member, which is attached

(usually via a shaft or piston rod member) to one end of the platform which is to be

raised and lowered. It is intended in most cases (with perhaps the exception of US

5,79 1,860 to a self-levelling platform) that the hydraulic cylinders move in unison, so

as to evenly raise and lower the platform. In certain cases, hydraulic lifts having

hydraulic circuits of a specific configuration frequently experience unintended non-

uniform movement of piston members within the hydraulic cylinders relative to each

other due to uneven forces on each of the two cylinders due to uneven distribution of

load on the platform. This results in tilting ofthe platform when being raised or lowered
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thereby constituting a safety hazard should the load on the platform be caused to shift

and/or fall from the platform.

The problem of non-even movement of piston members within the hydraulic

cylinders has been significantly reduced in the prior art by certain configurations for the

5 hydraulic circuitry for such platform lifts. By way of example, US 5,1 10,251, while it

discloses a further embodiment ofproviding a particular relationship between the cross-

sectional size ofthe first cylinder at the rod end to the cross-sectional area ofthe second

cylinder at the cap end, incidentally discloses a particular hydraulic circuit for a

hydraulic circuit for a truck liftgate, whereby as is illustrated in Fig. 2 (designated "Prior

10 Art"), in order to raise the platform 21 hydraulic fluid is supplied from a hydraulic

pump 1 1 to a first "double-acting" hydraulic cylinder 25 at the rod end 40 thereof. Upon

the piston member 22 thereof being forced upward as a result, an equal amount of

hydraulic fluid is forced from the cap end 41 thereof to the rod end 40 of the second

cylinder 27, thereby causing the piston member 22 therein to rise an equal amount in the

1 5 second cylinder 27. Advantageously, because the volume ofhydraulic fluid forced into

the first cylinder 25 at the rod end 40 is equal to the volume ofhydraulic fluid thereby

forced out from the cap end 41 of the first cylinder 25 and into the rod end 40 of the

second cylinder 27, the movement of the piston members 22,23 in each ofthe cylinders

25,27 is caused to be substantially identical, regardless of the different forces which

20 may be applied to the respective cylinders 25,27 due to a variation or "off-centering" of

a load "L" which may be placed on the platform. The hydraulic circuit of US



5,1 10,251, by teaching a solenoid-operated flow reverser valve 28 as shown in Fig. 2

("Prior Art") attached hereto, is able to provide the platform 21 with not only "power

up" but also "power down" capability, with in each case the benefit of substantially

uniform displacement of the piston members 22 within the respective hydraulic

cylinders 25,27. As is more particularly described in detail below, the hydraulic lift and

hydraulic circuit of the present invention is able to achieve the benefits and advantages

of the hydraulic lift disclosed in US 5,1 10, 251, but in a substantially different manner

and in a way which produces at least one clear advantage over US 5,1 10,251.

US 5,791,860, also to the same inventor as the invention herein, teaches a

hydraulic platform lift for a truck or truck trailer, and is directed towards a hydraulic

platform having hydraulic and electrical circuitry to provide automated, or automated

with manual override, platform levelling capability in the event the truck is tilted. US

5,791,860 discloses three embodiments where levelling may be accomplished in three

separate ways; a first embodiment where levelling is accomplished by stopping

movement ofone hydraulic cylinder and allowing the other hydraulic cylinder to "catch

up", a second embodiment where levelling is accomplished by reversing the direction

ofmovement ofone hydraulic cylinder relative to the other to allow rapid levelling, and

a third embodiment where the rate ofmovement of one piston member in a hydraulic

cylinder is slowed relative to the piston member of the second hydraulic cylinder, to

allow the piston member in such second hydraulic cylinder to "catch up". Incidentally,



however, US 5,791,860 teaches in inter alia Figs.3B, 4B, 5B, 6B and as more

simplistically set out in Fig. 3 ("Prior Art") hereto, a hydraulic lift platform 21 for a

truck wherein each hydraulic cylinder 25,27 is supplied with hydraulic fluid from a

separate pump 11. A belt, gear, or shaft member 30 is provided connecting the two

5 identical pumps 11, in order that the pumps 11 run at precisely the same speed and

accordingly each provide precisely the same volume of hydraulic fluid to each of the

^ respective first and second hydraulic cylinders 25,27. Accordingly, each of the piston

M members 22 within each of corresponding hydraulic cylinders 25,27, due to being

bj providedwith identical volumes ofhydraulic fluid per given time unit, thereby move at

:Pl 0 equal rates and in unison regardless ofany unequal forces which may be applied due to

L uneven load distribution on the platform 2 1 . In order to provide "power up" and "power

q down" capability, solenoid-activated flow reverser valves 90 are provided in each

O hydraulic circuit for each hydraulic cylinder 25,27. Accordingly, like the hydraulic

configuration ofUS 5,1 10,251, the hydraulic lift circuit of Fig. 3 ("Prior Art") provides

1 5 for uniform movement of piston members 22 regardless of unequal forces which may

be applied due to uneven load distribution on the platform 21. Again, however, as is

more particularly described in detail below, the hydraulic lift and hydraulic circuit of

the present invention is able to achieve the benefits and advantages ofthe hydraulic lift

disclosed in US 5,791,860 but in a substantially different manner and in a way which

20 produces at least one clear advantage over US 5,791,860.
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Summary of Invention

In one of its broad embodiments the present invention comprises a hydraulic

platform lift for a truck or truck trailer for raising and lowering aplatform, having a pair

of hydraulic cylinders and a positive displacement valve means coupled to each of the

hydraulic cylinders in a particular manner which serves to assist in equal synchronized

movement ofpiston members within the hydraulic cylinders regardless ofthe difference

in forces which may be applied to the individual cylinders due to uneven distribution of

load on a platform.

Accordingly, in one of its broad aspects the present invention comprises a

hydraulic platform lift for use with a truck or truck trailer, comprising:

a platform member having two opposite side edges;

first and second hydraulic cylinders each having a piston member

therein, each of said first and second hydraulic cylinders operatively coupled to

a respective side edge of said platform member to permit raising and lowering

of said platform member;

pump means for supplying pressurized hydraulic fluid to said hydraulic

cylinders via a positive displacement means; and

said positive displacement means comprising a pair of longitudinally-

moveable, spaced-apart pistons, each operatively coupled to each other so that

movement of one piston causes an equal movement of the other, said pistons



situate within a corresponding cylinder member, each cylinder member having

a pair of opposite ends, one end of which having an aperture to permit ingress

of hydraulic fluid from said pump means, and another aperture at an opposite

end to permit egress ofhydraulic fluid from said cylinder member to one ofsaid

hydraulic cylinders.

The positive displacement means, typically a positive displacement valve, is

adapted, when the pump means provides pressurized hydraulic fluid via a respective

aperture to a first side of each of said pistons, to cause the pistons to be displaced an

equal distance causing an equal egress of hydraulic fluid from said cylinder members

via a respective aperture from a side of each of said pistons opposite said first side and

a corresponding equal supply of hydraulic fluid to each of said first and second

hydraulic cylinders with resultant equal movement of said piston members therein

regardless of different loads which may be applied to said first and second hydraulic

cylinders.

Advantageously, the hydraulic platform lift of the present invention having a

hydraulic circuit incorporating a positive displacement means as described above, is

able to accomplish the synchronized movement of the piston members as was

accomplished by each of the two prior art configurations described above, but in a

completely different manner. The hydraulic circuit ofthe present invention provides an



advantage over the circuit shown in Fig. 3 ("Prior Art") in that it requires only one

pump, not two as required in the circuit disclosed in Fig. 3 ("Prior Art"), thereby

resulting in an immediate cost savings of the hydraulic circuit of the present invention

over the configuration shown in Fig. 3 ("Prior Art"). Moreover, due to inherent

5 tolerances in the manufacture ofpumps ,
pumps are never completely identical, and even

though two pumps may be fixedly coupled together so as to run at the same speed,

^ particularly at low speeds and low volume flows, pump output may vary somewhat

5 from one pump to another, thereby causing non-synchronized movement of piston

UJ members within the respective cylinders. The hydraulic circuit for the platform lift of

ftO the present invention utilizes only one pump and accordingly is thereby able to

L completely eliminate this problem of uneven output from individual pumps..

The hydraulic lift of the present invention, as will be more fully described

below, is particularly adapted for providing both "power up" and "power down"

15 capability. In particular, in a further embodiment, the aperture for each cylinder

member ofthe positive displacement valve ( which permits the ingress ofhydraulic fluid

from the pump means for raising of the platform) permits egress of fluid from the

cylinder member when said platform is desired to be lowered.

20 In a preferred embodiment of the positive displacement valve of the present

invention and when used in the hydraulic platform lift of the present invention, the
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pistons therein are operatively coupled to each other by shaft means, and such shaft

means extends perpendicularly from each of such pistons from opposite sides thereof,

and in a further preferred embodiment the shaft means is centrally located in each ofthe

cylinder members making up the positive displacement valve.

In yet a further embodiment ofthe positive displacement valve, the shaft means

of the positive displacement valve extends perpendicularly outwardly from opposite

sides of one piston and from only one side of the other of the pair of pistons. This

configuration provides for a very important advantage over the hydraulic circuit

configuration shown in Fig. 2 ("Prior Art"). In particular, by eliminating shaft means

extending from one side of one of the pistons, where the aperture on the cylinder

member for permitting ingress ofhydraulic fluid from the pump means is situate within

the cylinder member proximate the side of the second piston having no shaft means

extending therefrom, such configuration provides for a"force multiplier" or mechanical

advantage. Specifically, due to the absence of a shaft member extending from one side

ofthe piston, the area on the piston on which the high-pressure hydraulic fluid supplied

by the pump means will be able to push will be accordingly greater in area (due to the

absence of the shaft means) than the other side of the piston member which has the

shaft means. Accordingly, since Force= (pressure) x (area), the force exerted by the

piston on the side not having the shaft will be greater that the resisting force on the

opposite side ofthe piston resisting by a certain amount due to the lesser area (due to the
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area "taken up" by the shaft means). By way of specific quantitative example of the

multiplication factor that is able to be achieved, in a situation of a positive displacement

valve comprised of circular cylinder members, assuming an inner diameter of4 inches

and a shaft diameter of2 inches which extends from only one side ofthe piston, the ratio

in surface area of one side of the circular piston compared to the other would be :

or stated otherwise, a resultant 33% increase in the force applied by the positive

displacement valve is theoretically obtainable on the hydraulic fluid contained therein

(a 16.5% increase in the force to each oftwo cylinders) than would otherwise be the case

ifthe fluid was simply supplied by the pump means directly to the hydraulic cylinders,

or if the shaft extended from both sides of the piston. Accordingly, for the same

amount ofnecessary pressure, a lower pressure pump can be used resulting in a definite

cost savings over what would otherwise be a higher pressure pump that would be

required to produce a pressure necessary to lift a given load. Thus by being able to size

a smallerpump for a hydraulic cylinders ofgiven lifting capability, the hydraulic circuit

of the present invention possesses a definite advantage over prior art hydraulic lifts

having the hydraulic circuit shown in Fig. 2 ("Prior Art").

Separate and apart from the problem ofnon-even movement ofpiston members

within cylinders due to non-equal distribution of load on the platform is the problem of
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non-even movement of piston members which arises due to uneven wear or variation

in performance of one hydraulic cylinder as opposed to the other. For example, a

hydraulic cylinder that is new, when supplied with pressurized hydraulic fluid, will

generally cause the corresponding piston member therein to move more than would a

hydraulic cylinder whose piston seals leak. Accordingly, where one hydraulic cylinder

is in perfect operating condition and the other has some other performance-limiting

feature, such as worn seals, such situation results in the two hydraulic cylinders (in

particular the piston members therein) becoming unsynchronised. Specifically, the

aforementioned situation typically results in the two piston members becoming "out of

phase" with each other, which results in non-level raising or lowering of the platform

member with resulting serious safety issues as previously described.

As a means of being able to re-align or "re-synchronize" the piston members

within the hydraulic cylinders, the present invention provides, in a preferred

embodiment, that the cylinder members of the positive displacement means each

possess piston phasing means proximate at least one end thereof to permit

resynchronization (ie. realigned positioning) ofthe piston members within the first and

second hydraulic cylinders relative to each other, in order to overcome the problem of

the piston members becoming out of alignment due to differences in operation between

the two hydraulic cylinders. More particularly in a preferred embodiment, the piston

phasing means in each cylindermember comprises a pair ofapertures proximate one end
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ofeach cylinder member, spaced apart from each other along a longitudinal axis ofthe

cylinder member. Although both apertures are situate close to one end of a

corresponding cylinder member, the aperture most proximate the end of the cylinder

member is preferably larger in area and permits more flow of hydraulic fluid there

through than the other aperture. The longitudinal spacing of the apertures is such that

the piston when it moves to the end of the corresponding cylinder member will move

to aposition intermediate the longitudinal spacing ofthe two apertures, thereby allowing

hydraulic fluid to escape from both apertures when the piston is at its extremity oftravel

at one end ofthe cylindermember. Accordingly, in operation, the piston phasing means

of each cylinder member, when the pistons of each cylinder member move to a

respective end (iemaximum extremity) ofthe corresponding cylindermember ,
permits

hydraulic fluid to continue to be supplied to the hydraulic cylinders. In the event that

one of the hydraulic cylinder members has reached the end of its travel (ie when one

side of the platform has thereby been moved to the maximum raised or lowered

position), with such piston phasing means pressurized hydraulic fluid will continue to

flow to such hydraulic cylinder, to permit it to "catch up" and permit it too to reach the

maximum extent of its travel, thereby '^synchronizing" the piston members in such

hydraulic cylinders and thereby re-levelling the attached platform.

Where piston phasing means (in the preferred embodiment a pair of apertures)

are provided at only one end of each cylinder member of the positive displacement
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valve, the hydraulic cylinders can only be "re-phased
M
at only one extremity of their

travel, namely at the uppermost extremity oftheir travel (ie when the corresponding side

of the platform is in the maximum raised position), or at the lowermost extremity of

travel (ie when the corresponding side of the platform is in the maximum lowered

position). It is generally preferable to permit re-phasing ofpiston members in hydraulic

cylinders at either the maximum raised position or maximum lowered position of the

hydraulic cylinders, so that the platform is level at the time of commencing either its

downward motion from its uppermost raised position, or at the time ofcommencing its

upward motion from its most lowered position. Accordingly, in a preferred

embodiment, each cylinder member ofthe positive displacement valve possesses a pair

ofpiston phasing means, namely a pair of apertures, at each ofthe opposite ends of each

cylinder member.

Because the platform is intended to be lowered, possibly with load, in a "power-

down" condition, it is preferable in order to avoid the platform dropping precipitously

due to the action ofboth hydraulic fluid being supplied and also the load acting on the

platform and thus on the two hydraulic cylinders, that flow restriction means be

incorporated in the hydraulic circuit to prevent uncontrolled descent of the platform.

Accordingly, in a preferred embodiment, such flow restriction means is a solenoid-

actuated valve means which is capable of at least restricting the continuous flow of

hydraulic fluid to thereby prevent uncontrolled descent of the platform. In a preferred
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embodiment such valve means is a counterbalance valve as is commonly used in the art,

but other valve arrangements may be used.

In yet another embodiment ofthe invention, the hydraulic cylinders themselves

may possess piston member phasing means (which in the preferred embodiment are a

pair ofapertures longitudinally spaced apart along the longitudinal axis ofthe hydraulic

cylinder) at only one end ofboth hydraulic cylinders or at both ends of each hydraulic

cylinder. This feature may be used with or without piston phasing means being

incorporated on the positive displacement valve. In particular, piston member phasing

in the hydraulic cylinders, when used with piston phasing on the positive displacement

valve, is advantageous in situations where one of the piston members contained in the

hydraulic cylinders reaches the top (or bottom) of its stroke prior to the other piston

member, and prior to either piston in the positive displacement valve reaching the

extremity of travel. In such condition, by having piston phasing ofthe piston members

. in the hydraulic cylinders, hydraulic fluid can continue to be supplied to both hydraulic

cylinders, with hydraulic fluid being permitted to escape from one of the apertures of

the hydraulic cylinder which has already reached the extremity of travel, thereby

permitting both pistons within the respective cylinder members to continue movement.

Accordingly, in a preferred embodiment, the first and second hydraulic

cylinders each have mutually opposite opposed ends, and such first and second

cylinders each possess piston phasing means proximate a same end thereof More
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particularly, in a further refinement thereof, the first and second cylinders may be

provided with a longitudinal axis, wherein the piston phasing means comprises a pair

ofapertures, of different area and spaced apart from each other on said longitudinal axis,

with said aperture ofsaid pair ofapertures most proximate said same end thereof being

5 larger in area than said other of said apertures, and at the extent of full travel of the

pistonmember therein hydraulic fluid is permittedto escape fromthe aperture ofsmaller

area. Alternatively, as mentioned above, where each hydraulic cylinder possesses

2S mutually opposite ends, the first and second hydraulic cylinders each possess piston

1
.1 phasing means proximate each of said opposite ends thereof.

nj

430

2 Brief Description of the Drawings

Further objects and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the

q following drawings of preferred and non-limiting embodiments of the invention, in

which:

1 5 Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the rear of a truck having installed thereon a hydraulic

platform lift of the present invention;

Fig. 2 is a schematic view of a hydraulic circuit for the prior art hydraulic platform lift

disclosed in US Patent 5, 1 1 0, 25 1 to Gray;

20
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Fig. 3 is a schematic view of a hydraulic circuit for an alternate prior art hydraulic

platform lift disclosed in US Patent 5,971,860 also to the within inventor,

Fig. 4A is a schematic view of one embodiment of the hydraulic circuit for the

hydraulic platform lift ofthe present invention, showing the position of pistons, piston

members, and valves during the raising of the platform;

Fig. 4B is a view of the embodiment of the hydraulic circuit shown in Fig. 4A, but

insteadshowing the position ofpistons, piston members, and valves during the lowering

of the platform;

Fig. 5A is a view similar to Fig. 4A above, but for the embodiment of the invention

wherein piston phasing means are provided on one end of the cylinder members of the

positive displacement valve, for permitting re-phasing of piston members within the

hydraulic cylinders when at the uppermost position oftheir travel (ie.when the platform

is at its uppermost (raised) position;

Fig. 5B is a view of the embodiment shown in Fig. 5A, showing re-phasing of the left

hydraulic cylinder where the piston member in the left hydraulic cylinder is being

permitted by the piston phasing means on the positive displacement valve to "catch up"
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to the piston member in the right hydraulic cylinder which has already reached the

maximum extent of its travel;

Fig. 6A is an enlarged schematic view of the embodiment ofthe positive displacement

5 valve ofthe present invention shown in Fig. 5A & B, showing the feature of absence of

a shaft means from one side of one of the pistons in the positive displacement valve;

JK Fig. 6B is a view of area "A" of Fig. 6B;

"%!

=PlO Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 4A and 5A above, but for the embodiment of the

1^ invention wherein piston phasing means are provided on one end of the cylinder

q members of the positive displacement valve, for permitting re-phasing of piston

i n

Q members within the hydraulic cylinders when at the lowermost position of their travel

(ie when the platform is at its most lowered position) showing re-phasing of the left

1 5 hydraulic cylinder where the piston member in the left hydraulic cylinder is being

permitted by the piston phasing means on the positive displacement valve to "catch up"

to the piston member in the right hydraulic cylinder which has already reached the

maximum extent of its travel;

20 Fig. 8 is an enlarged schematic view of the embodiment of the positive displacement

valve of the present invention shown in Fig. 7;
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Fig. 9 is a view similar to Fig. 4A , 5A and 7 above, but for the embodiment of the

invention wherein piston phasing means are provided on both ends of each of the

cylindermembers ofthe positive displacement valve, forpermitting re-phasing ofpiston

members within the hydraulic cylinders when at both the uppermost and the lowermost

position of their travel (ie when the platform is at its raised and lowered position);

Fig. 10 is an enlarged schematic view ofthe embodiment ofthe positive displacement

valve of the present invention shown in Fig. 9; and

Fig. 1 1 is a further preferred embodiment ofthe invention, where the hydraulic cylinders

each have phasing means for "phasing" each of the piston members therein, in the form

of a pair of apertures proximate one end of each cylinder member, to permit phasing at

the top , or bottom, or at both top and bottom ofthe travel of the piston member within

the hydraulic cylinders (this embodiment shown permits only phasing at the top of

travel).

Fig. 12A is an enlarged view of the positive displacement valve of the embodiment

shown in Fig. 1 1, in the embodiment where the phasing ports thereon utilize a manual

check valve;
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Fig. 12B is an enlarged view of the positive displacement valve of the embodiment

where the phasing ports thereon utilize a solenoid-operated check valve;

Fig. 13A is an enlarged view of the hydraulic cylinders shown in Fig. 11, in the

embodiment where the phasing parts therein utilize a manual check valve;

Fig. 13B is an enlarged view of the hydraulic cylinder shown in Fig. 11, in the

embodiment where the phasing ports utilize a solenoid-operated check valve.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments

Fig. 1 shows a hydraulic platform lift 10 for use with a truck or truck trailer 2.

A platform 21 is provided, having two opposite side edges 4,6. First and second

hydraulic cylinders 25,27 are provided, each having a piston member 22 (see Fig. 's 4A,

4B, 5A, 5B, and 7 & 9) therein, which are coupled to the respective side edges 4,6 of

platform 21 to permit vertical raising and lowering ofplatform 21. Pump means, in the

form of a pump 11 and motor12 is provided for supplying pressurized hydraulic fluid

to the hydraulic cylinders 25,27 via a positive displacement means in the form of a

positive displacement valve 40 (see Fig.'s 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, and 7 & 9).

As may be most clearly seen from Fig. 6 & 8, the positive displacement valve

40 of the present invention comprises a pair of longitudinally moveable, spaced- apart

pistons 42,43 each operatively coupled to each other so that movement of one piston
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causes an equal movement of the other. Each of pistons 42,43 are situate within a

corresponding cylinder member 44, each cylinder member having a pair of opposite

ends 45a, 45b. Each cylinder member 44 further possesses an aperture 46 to permit

ingress of hydraulic fluid from the pump 11 when the platform 21 is being raised, and

another aperture 48 at an opposite end to permit egress of hydraulic fluid from the

respective cylinder member 44 to a respective hydraulic cylinder 25,27 when the

platform is desired to be raised so as to cause such hydraulic cylinders 25,27 to raise the

platform 21.

As may be seen from comparing each of hydraulic circuits shown in Fig. 4A

with respective circuit shown in Fig. 4B, the apertures 46 in each cylinder member 44

which permit ingress of hydraulic fluid from pump 11 into cylinder members 44 when

the platform 21 is being raised (ref. Fig.4A) permit egress of fluid from the respective

cylinder members 44 to a reservoir 60 when the platform 21 is desired to be lowered

(RefFig. 4B). Likewise, apertures 48 which permit egress ofhydraulic fluid from each

of cylinder members 44 to the hydraulic cylinders 25,27 when the platform is desired

to be raised, permit ingress of hydraulic fluid from the hydraulic cylinders 25,27 back

into cylinder members 44 when platform 21 is desired to be lowered.

As may be most clearly seen from Fig . 6, the positive displacement valve 40 is

adapted, when the pump 11 provides pressurized hydraulic fluid via a respective
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aperture 46 to a first side 49, 51 of pistons 42, 43 respectively (ie namely to the side of

the pistons 42,43 forming volumes "V5" and "V6" as shown in Fig. 4A) to cause the

pistons 42,43 to be displaced an equal distance causing an equal egress of hydraulic

fluid from the cylinder members 44 (ie from volumes "V3" and "V4" respectively as

shown in Fig. 4A) and a corresponding equal supply of hydraulic fluid to each of the

first and second hydraulic cylinders 25,27, with resultant equal movement ofthe piston

members 22 therein regardless of different forces which may be applied to the first and

second hydraulic cylinders 25,27 due to non-centering of load "L" on the platform 21,

as shown for example in Fig. 3 .

As may be seen from the preferred embodiments of the positive displacement

valve 40 most clearly shown in Figs. 6,8, & 10, the pistons 42,43 are preferably

operatively coupled together by a shaft 50, such shaft extending perpendicularly from

each of the pistons 42, 43 from opposite sides thereof. The shaft 50 is preferably

located centrally within each of cylinder members 44.
*

Fig. 4A &4B show a schematic of a hydraulic circuit for the hydraulic platform

liftlO ofthe present invention, having apositive displacement valve 40 wherein the shaft

50 extends from each side of pistons 42, 43 (see also Figs. 8 & 10.). In an alternative

embodiment ofthe positive displacement valve 40 ofthe present invention (see Fig. 5A,

5B, and Fig. 6) , the shaft 50 extends from both sides ofone ofthe pistons (42) but from
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only one side of piston 43 (see Fig. 5A), the side of piston 43 that does not have the

shaft 50 extending therefrom being the side of the piston 43 which receives hydraulic

fluid from the pump 11 when the platform 21 is desired to be raised, as shown in Fig.

5A. Advantageously, due to the absence ofthe shaft 50 on side "V6" ofpiston 43, the

surface area of the piston 43 against which the hydraulic fluid will be exerting pressure

is greater than the surface area ofthe other side ofpiston 43, which does have a shaft 50

extending therefrom. Accordingly, a mechanical advantage can be obtained by this

configuration, since for apump 1 1 ofgiven pressure, the greater surface area ofone side

of the piston 43 (the high pressure side) allows for a greater force to be exerted on the

hydraulic fluid contained not only in volume "V4" but also in volume "V3" (see

Fig. 5A) due to transmission of a portion ofthe greater force by shaft 50 from piston 43

to piston 42 . Such greater force can then be transmitted through to hydraulic cylinders

25,27 to increase the lift capability of the cylinders 25,27.

In a preferred embodiment the positive displacement valve "40 possesses piston

phasing means in the form of a pair of apertures 70,71 proximate one end of each of

cylinder members 44, as best shown in Fig. 6A, 8, and 10. In a preferred embodiment,

one ofthe apertures (the aperture most proximate the cap end ofpositive disabled valve

40) is substantially larger in diameter than the other (See Fig. 6B). In the embodiment

ofthe positive displacement valve 40 shown in Fig. 5A and Fig. 6A, the apertures 70,71

are at the leftmost extremity of each of cylinder members 44, and permit "phasing" (ie
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alignment) of piston members 22 in hydraulic cylinders 25,27 as they reach the top of

their stroke within cylinders 25,27, as shown in Fig. 5B. In the embodiment of the

positive displacement valve 40 shown in Fig. 7 and 8, the pair of apertures 70,71 are

situate proximate the rightmost extremity of each of cylinder members 44, and permit

"phasing" (ie. alignment) of piston members 22 in hydraulic cylinders 25,27 as they

reach the bottom of their stroke (ie when the platform 21 is close to reaching its

lowermost position). In the embodiment of the positive displacement valve 40 shown

in Fig. 9 & 10, there are two pairs ofapertures 70,71 and 72,73, which permit "phasing"

(ie. equal positional alignment) when the pistonmembers 22 in corresponding hydraulic

cylinders reach the top and the bottom of their respective strokes.

In operation, the piston phasing means of the invention comprising pairs of

apertures 70,71 and 72,73 operates as follows in achieving re-alignment of piston

members 22. In particular, with reference to the positive displacement valve 40 and the

hydraulic cylinders 25,27 shown in Figs 5B and 6-as an example, the pistons 42,43 in -

cylindermembers 44 may in some circumstances (for example ifthe hydraulic cylinders

25,27 have poor seals) have moved to the extremity of travel(ie the far left of the

positive displacement valve 40 shown in Fig. 5B) during the raising ofthe platform 21,

yet one ofthe pistons 22 in hydraulic cylinder 27 had failed to reach the top of its travel.

(See Fig. 5B). In such circumstances hydraulic fluid is still capable of flowing from

aperture 71 (See Fig. 5B) to hydraulic cylinder 27 to allow it to "catch up" and thus
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become in phase with piston member 22 of hydraulic cylinder 25 which has already

reached the extent of its upward travel.

In situations where there is piston member phasing means (ie apertures 80,81 on

the hydraulic cylinders 25,27) such piston member phasing means operates in the

following manner in order to bring the piston members 22 into realignment. In

particular, Fig. 11 shows a situation where one of the piston members 22 in the right

hydraulic cylinder 25 has reached the upper extremity of its travel, while the piston

member 22 in the left hydraulic cylinder has become out of phase and has not reached

its upper position. By use of aperture 81 , hydraulic fluid can continue to flow out ofthe

upper area above piston member 22 in right hydraulic cylinder 25 during raising of

platform 21, thereby permitting piston 42,43 in positive displacement valve 40 to

continue to inject hydraulic fluid into the rod end ofhydraulic cylinders 25,27, thereby

permitting the piston member 22 in left hydraulic cylinder 27 to continue to move

upward until it is even with and aligned with the piston member 22 in right hydraulic

cylinder 25, thereby rendering the platform 21 level. Alternatively, rather than have

piston phasing means (ie apertures 80,81) situate at the top of left and right hydraulic

cylinders 25,27 as shown in Fig. 1 1 , such apertures may be situate proximate the bottom

end ofhydraulic cylinders 25,27, as shown in Fig. 9. In yet an alternative embodiment

(not shown), apertures 80,81 may be situate at each end ofhydraulic cylinders 25,27 to

permit phasing ofpiston members 22 proximate the top or bottom ofthe stroke ofsuch
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piston members 22 within hydraulic cylinder members 25,27. Such piston member

phasing means may be employed with or without the piston phasing means in the

positive displacement valve 40.

As may be seen generally from the various hydraulic circuits shown in Fig's.

4A,4B, 5A, 5B
, 7, 9, and 1 1 , other components may be included to best put into practice

the invention. In particular, a solenoid operated flow reverser valve 90 may be

introduced, which in the preferred embodiment is implemented in the hydraulic high

pressure supply line 95 and the return line 96 intermediate the pump 1 1 and the positive

displacement valve 40. This gives the hydraulic lift 10 the capability of either a power-

up or a power-down capability. A solenoid-operated check valve 98 may also be

introduced, to maintain the platform 21 in a fixed position when the pump 11 is not

operating. Pressure relief valves 99 and 100 may be incorporated into the supply and

return lines 95,96 respectively to protect against overpressure conditions caused by

overload on the platform 21 or other overload conditions.

Last but not least, counterbalance valves 97 may be introduced in the hydraulic

lift circuits as shown in Figs. 4A,4B, 5A, 5B, 7, 9, and 11. The counterbalance valves

97 act as a flow restricter and prevent the platform 21 from coming down too fast (ie

20 faster than the flow of hydraulic fluid from the pumpll or from crashing down if a

hydraulic line breaks . Alternatively, to accomplish a similar result, such counterbalance
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valves 97 may comprise a spool valve (solenoid operated), a pilot check valve, or a

solenoid-operated poppet valve.

For phasing of the positive displacement valve 40, it is preferable that the

hydraulic fluid line supplied to one of the phasing ports 70,71 (See Figs. 12A, 12B)

incorporate a manual check valve 45 or a solenoid operated check valve 47, as show in

Figs. 12A and 12B respectively.

Similarly for phasing of the hydraulic cylinders 25,27, it is preferable that the

hydraulic fluid line connected to apertures 81 (ie the lower aperture) incorporate either

a manual check valve 108 or a solenoid operated check valve 109, as shown in Figs.

13A, 13B). The check valves 45,47, 108 and 109 each function to prevent leakage of

oil when the platform 21 is intended to remain at rest and no hydraulic fluid is being

supplied by the pump 1 1

.

Although the disclosure describes and illustrates preferred embodiments ofthe

invention, it is understood that the invention is not limited to these particular

embodiments . Many variations and modifications will now occur to those skilled in the

art. For a full definition of the invention, reference is to be made to the appended

claims.
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